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Radar data acquisition currently outpaces our ability to extract meaning from the surveys, because we lack a quantitative and automated method to interpret the radar data collected in Antarctica and 
Greenland. Finding new, extractable metrics with glaciological signi�icance could aid our understanding of past and present ice-stream dynamics, as internal ice structures are one of the few archives of historic ice �low.

The Glaciological Problem - How do englacial structures re�lect the ice physics?

The Computational Problem - How do we extract re�lector slope in noisy data?

The Case Studies - Whillans Ice Stream and the North East Greenland Ice Stream

The Opportunity

In an effort to aid in the prognostic modeling of ice sheets, we sought to relate standard modeling output to structure geometry. 
This would allow modelers to use radar data as a method for ground-truthing and calibration for individual model runs. 

Our Approach

Re�lector slope is directly related to vertical velocity gradients in the ice column. Our Radon Transform based slope 
extraction algorithm is a robust method for extracting slope information from the radar data, which can then be compared 
to ice-�low model output to evaluate performance. Variations in the different variables controlling vertical velocity (basal 
melt, basal resistence, and ice viscosity) manifest as unique structures, which can be identi�ied by their slope pro�iles. 

The Conclusion

What’s Next?
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1) Where do the structures we see in radar data originate?
Englacial re�lectors seen in radar imagery of Antarctica and Greenland arise from contrasts in the electrical properties of the ice (speci�ically, the dielectric permittivity and conductivity). These properties are 
largely set at the surface; as snow accumulates, its conductivity is controlled by the chemistry of dust and ash raining out at the same time, while variations in permittivity arise from differences in the 
near-surface density of successive snow layers. Variability in these properties are locked-in and preserved through burial, with only slight changes in permittivity through time due to the development of 
C-axis fabrics. In short, re�lectors (mostly) represent previous surfaces of the ice-sheet, and would therefore preserve the historic ice-surface geometry in the absence of complex �low.

2) What is the numerical relationship between the observed structures and the �low �ield?

Figure 1. - Radar data coverage in Antarctica and Greenland.

Figure 2.A - Individual particles undergo simultaneous burial and 
�low toward the ice-sheet margins. The relative magnitude of these 
two processes de�ine the particle �low direction, indicated by the 
dotted lines above.
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Figure 2.B - The collection of particles that de�ine the ice-sheet 
surface move along their respective �low paths into the ice 
column. Differences in the vertical velocity over space (dv/dx) 
result in changes to the layer slope through time. 

Figure 2.C - Expected internal re�lectors. (Note: The ice 
surface slope is close to zero, there are only 2500m of 
elevation change over 700km.  Non-horizontal internal 
re�lectors can therefore tell us about the many, dif�icult to 
observe parameters that control ice �low.)

3) Which parameters of the ice �low equations might drive a dv/dx ≠ 0 ? 
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There are only three mechanisms that produce 
vertical velocities in an ice column:

1) Basal Melt:

2) Flow convergence (+) or divergence (-):

3) Advection over a non-horizontal bed:

N

At locations with radar data, we know the basal 
topography, so the advective effects can be removed 
from the radar slope. Any signal that remains can tell us 
about the more dif�icult to observe variables in the 
system. Our two primary variables of interest are:

Basal Heat Flux (G):  

Bed Friction (B): 
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Two Example Structures: 
Figure 3.A - This �igure shows 
the results of a model run with 
a 50m bump present at the 
bed. The result is a symmetric 
feature, with dynamic effects 
muting the vertical amplitude 
in the shallow subsurface. By 
isolating bed topographic 
effects in real data, other 
variables can be examined.

Figure 3.B - This experiment  
includes a 10x increase in the 
basal friction coef�icient at the 
bed. The resulting structure is 
noticably variable with depth. 
Symmetric anticlines with 
little vertical de�lection extent 
exist near the bed, with steep 
downwarping near the 
surface.

Basics of the Radon Transform:
The Radon transform is a commonly 
used signal processing technique in 
geophysics for intelligently stacking 
non-horizontal seismic data. It 
integrates the values of an array along 
a series of vectors with different back- 
azimuths, effectively projecting the 
original data set onto a lower 
dimension. An example of the results 
of a radon transform can be seen to 
here. Back azimuths that limit 
destructive intereference (such as B) 
indicate the re�lector slope for the 
selected data. We use a rolling 
window to compute local layer slopes 
within the radar line, and interpolate 
to produce a �inal slope �ield.

This method is especially 
desireable since it is numerically 
ef�icient, leveraging its relationship 
with the Fourier transform to allow 
for rapid computation. 

Algorithm Optimization:

Example Results:

To focus the results of the radon transform on the center of 
each individual sub-grid of the radar data, we �irst muliply 
the area of interest by a 2D gaussian.

Current radar structure interpretation is qualitative, and usually involves 
manually picking individual radar layers. This can be especially challenging in 
areas of poor layer continuity, either from physical disruptions or imaging 
artifacts. We strove to develop a method that could extract layer slope 
regardless of layer continuity.

We have to correct for the fact that the number of cells 
summed changes based on position and azimuth. To 
normalize, we divide the results by the radon transform of a 
matrix of equal size, populated with ones.

Figure 4 - This slope 
extraction was performed on 
data collected during the 
2012 �ield season over the 
trunk of the North East 
Greenland Ice Stream. 

A signal-to-noise threshold 
was set, rejecting any slopes 
computed from data with 
lower than 15dB signal to 
noise. The results were then 
interpolated to produce the 
displayed slope-�ield.
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Figure 5.A - Data collected at the 
Whillans Ice Stream grounding zone. 
This fold (qualitatively interpreted  in 
Christianson et al. 2013) exhibits a 
structure quite similar to the one 
modeled in Figure 3.B. 

As deep ice �lows toward the 
grounding zone, it encounters a 
resistive bed, and upwarps. Shallower 
layers only feel the acceleration 
downstream acceleration, and 
downwarp accordingly.

Figure 5.B - Layer slopes computed 
for radar data collected over the 
southern shear margin of the North 
East Greenland Ice Stream.

Flow direction is oblique to the 
orientation of the radar line, which 
complicates the interpretation. 
Layers are initially drawn down as 
they transition into streaming �low, 
followed by a subsequent upwarping 
as �lowlines converge within the ice 
stream.

There is clear layer destruction 
shown at the 6000m mark, de�ining 
a sharp change in direction of the 
�low vectors. 

Plotted above are the slope values on 
the rising and falling limbs of the fold 
(white boxes on the radargram). Note 
symmetry at depth, but assymetry 
near the surface. Ice Flow Direction

The next steps are a mix of modeling work (to try and characterize the suite of expected structures within the ice sheet) and the development of a formal inversion process. Using slope �ileds like those shown above, 
and surface velocities derived from satellite InSAR data, it should be possible to reconstruct the absolute velocity �ield of the ice.  Finally, we hope to apply the slope extraction algorithm to the entire NASA Operation 
IceBridge data set, and look for layer slope anomalies that might identify previously unknown variability in the bed properties or geothermal heat �lux.

A copy of the poster
can be found here
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